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It was my privilege to teaching in the Surveying Program at Oregon Institute of Technology from 
1980 to 1993. I enjoyed sharing the learning experience with many students and count those 
years as some of the best in my career. 
 
Oregon Tech, as it is fondly referred to by many, was established in 1947 and graduated the 
first 2-year surveying graduates in 1951. I was teaching there in 1987 when we celebrated OIT’s 
40th anniversary. It was quite an experience as we enticed many alumni to return to campus 
with a program that included, among others, the “new” GPS technology. 
 
In addition to input from many students, I learned much about “practical” surveying and other 
valuable lessons in life from the Curriculum Coordinator, Professor David Hull. One way to 
describe Dave is to note the sign posted in his office “I’d like to help you out. Which way did 
you come in?” In his own way, Dave excelled at bringing out the best of others.   
 
I left OIT at the end of 1993 to pursue larger interests in GPS surveying. Let it be said that my 
fascination with combining geometry with GPS results began at OIT. I’ve enjoyed an exciting 
career since then, but those years at Oregon Tech remain unequalled. 
 
OIT celebrated the 50th Anniversary of the institution in 1997. Regretfully, I was not able to 
participate except to contribute to the obelisk project. The 4-sided monument showing names 
of all surveying graduates from 1951 to 1998 occupies a prominent place on campus. Donna 
and I were privileged to visit campus in the Spring of 2019 at which time I chatted with my 
successor, Professor Jack Walker, about the, now called Geomatics, Program. Point of interest - 
Mr. Walker was a Senior in the first geodesy class I taught at Oregon. He has done very well 
with the program since joining the faculty and when he retires, I’m willing to bet that the 
stories of his career and reputation will rival those of Dave Hull. Congratulation Jack! 
 
Subsequent pages in this web page show me posed with the side of the obelisk naming the 
faculty and as well as views of all 4 sides of the obelisk. A newspaper account of the 50th 
Anniversary is also included. 
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